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ANNEALING MADE PERFECT
AMP MATE STAND

If you have the Annealing Made Perfect Machine
and the Mate AutoFeed, this stand is the perfect
addition for your annealing system. The 1” pole is
designed to support the Dillon Casefeed so that
you can sit back and be mesmerized while your
brass is being annealed.
The base is 8.8”x8.8”. Made from 6061-T651
aluminum.

AMP-STAND

ANNEALING MADE PERFECT MARK 2 INDUCTION
ANNEALING MACHINE

After the huge success of the 1st generation, the Mark 2 models are finally
here! Annealing is easier than ever with adjustable power and time settings
already pre-programmed on the machine. This allows small and very precise
increments in annealed neck hardness to ensure consistency and lengthen
the life of your brass. The AZTEC MODE is also included and ready to use.
By simply sacrificing a single piece of brass, AZTEC allows you to calibrate
the settings to your specific cartridge and lot if the settings aren’t already
published online.

AMP1M2

$1395.00

The Annealing Made Perfect Mate Auto
Feeder takes the already impressive
AMP Annealing Machine to the next
level. If you have a Dillon Case Feeder,
just sit back and watch the AMP Mate
do all the work and you won’t have to
remove hot brass from the pilot ever
again. Even if you don’t have the Dillon
Case Feeder, all you need to do is keep
the tube hopper filled with brass and
watch the AMP Mate do the rest.

$299.95

CREEDMOOR® BRASS WAX

A new finger applied case wax that has extreme
lubricity. Our brass wax is non-toxic, made with food
grade materials, and will not tarnish your brass. Simply
apply a small amount (a little goes a long way) to
the inside and the outside of the case neck to reduce
any potential sticking or galling during resizing. After
resizing, simply wipe off the wax and continue loading.

CSBW17

DILLON CASEFEED ASSEMBLY
W/O PLATE

The Dillon Casefeed helps to make sure your
AMP MATE is fed brass while you sit back
and watch the machine do all the work.
AMP MATE STAND and Casefeed Plates are
sold separately. See page 13.

DIL650CFA

$ 200.00

CREEDMOOR®
ANNEALING MADE
PERFECT PILOT HOLDER

ANNEALING MADE
PERFECT MATE AUTO
FEEDER

AMPMAF

$98.95

$8.95

The Creedmoor Annealing Made
Perfect Pilot Holder can hold ten
different pilots and your brass
shell holder grip. The holes are cut
perfect to keep the Pilots upright so
you can easily find which one you are looking for to make changeover fast
and easy. The Creedmoor Annealing Made Perfect Pilot Holder isn’t just a
great looking accessory for your reloading bench, but it’s a great way to
keep things organized. Dimensions: 7.75˝ x 4.5˝ x .75˝

CAPH

$22.95

CREEDMOOR® LUBE RACK

Our lube rack was designed to quickly and consistently
lubricate cases with a spray type lubricant before
sizing. Cases are offset in the rack to allow uniform
application of spray lube from both sides of the rack.
Made from a red and white polyethylene, our lube
rack is dishwasher safe which means cleaning is a
breeze. Available in .223 and .308.

CSLR

$24.95

CREEDMOOR® BLOCK
COMBO SPECIAL
Own the complete line at a
discounted price!
Included:
Creedmoor 223 Loading Block
25 Round ($11.95 Regularly)
Creedmoor 223 Loading Block
50 Round ($14.95 Regularly)

CREEDMOOR® .223 and .30 CAL. LOADING BLOCKS
These extremely durable loading blocks are a must for any reloader.
FEATURES:
• The loading blocks can be washed in your dishwasher.
• We made them white so you can see if you spilled any powder.
• Chamfered hole for easy brass placement.
• Grooved sides for easy grip.
CSBLK1 .223 (25)
$11.95 CSBLK1 .223 (50)
$14.95
CSBLK2 30CAL. (25)
$11.95 CSBLK2 30CAL. (50) $14.95
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Creedmoor 30 Cal Loading Block
25 Round ($11.95 Regularly)
Creedmoor 30 Cal Loading Block 50 Round ($14.95 Regularly)
Creedmoor 30 Round Stepped Ammo Block ($34.95 Regularly)
Creedmoor Lube Rack 223

($24.95 Regularly)

Creedmoor Lube Rack 308

($24.95 Regularly)

BLKCMB181

CALL TOLL FREE M-F 9AM-5PM CENTRAL TIME 1-800-273-3366

Reg. $138.65

SALE $119.95

L. E. WILSON
L.E. WILSON
TRIMMER/
CREEDMOOR
PLATFORM COMBO

L.E. WILSON CASE
TRIMMER KIT

CSWCMB181

Reg. $174.90

SALE $159.95
New Stainless long lasting finish
with Micrometer adjustment. Larger
stop screw adjustment from 3/8” (old)
to 1/2” (new) with increased width on
Stop Nut. Makes for a firm stop. Coated with
black oxide for a long lasting durable finish. Major adjustment in
the Stop Screw and fine adjustment by increments of .001 with the
Micrometer. NEW 304 Stainless Steel Handle included with Micrometer
Trimmer. Made in the U.S.A. with American Steel. Power Adapter
compatible.

WILRKIMS

$34.95

L.E. WILSON CASE HOLDER
WILNCH
WILCH

$119.95

WILRKITU

$139.95

The Creedmoor Case Trimmer Platform is a perfect addition to your
reloading bench. The platform is a mounting board for the L.E. Wilson
case trimmer which can store 9 different case holders and comes with
a polymer tapping block for knocking cases out of the holder. The
platform also has four rubber feet to secure it to your bench while
trimming.

CSWTP

• New Stainless long lasting finish
• Coated with black oxide for
a long lasting durable
finish.
• Major adjustment in the stop
screw
• Made in the U.S.A. with American
Steel
• Power Adapter compatible

(NEW)
(FIRED)

$11.95
$11.95

L.E. WILSON DEBURRING TOOL .17 TO .45 CAL

All cases should be case mouth deburred after trimming and neck
turning. Tools are double-ended with standard 45-degree flutes
that debur/chamfer the inside and outside mouth of the case.
They will work on cases from .17 to .45 and .50 caliber. Female end
is hand filed and each tool is inspected 3 different times through
the manufacturing process.

WILDBTREG

$19.95

L.E. WILSON CASE GAGE

One piece gage that will check overall length to
indicate the need for trimming, datum to head
length to assure correct headspace and to prevent
over sizing. Available for most popular rimless cases.

L.E. WILSON INSIDE NECK
REAMER

Thick necks can cause high chamber
pressures and erratic shooting. Neck
reamers remove excess neck material to ensure adequate clearance
exists between the case neck and the chamber. Also, these reamers
can be used when forming wildcats from a parent case. Reamers are
used in the trimmers in place of the trimmer cutter. Standard reamers
are sized for use on fired, unsized cases. Knob-style handle included.

WILINR

$26.95

$29.99

L.E. WILSON STAINLESS STEEL BULLET SEATER
W/ MICROMETER
The most accurate and easiest to use straight line
dies on the market. The Wilson Bullet Seater takes
the thread out of the seating operation and puts the
bullet directly in line with the case before the seating
operation begins. Major seating adjustments can be
made with the 3/8˝-24 threads in the cap. A built-in
micrometer seating depth adjustment feature with an
easy to read scale in .001 graduations.
Seating stem made with a very tight tolerance with
the bore hole.

WILSSBS

WILCG

$98.95

L.E. WILSON CHAMBER TYPE BULLET
SEATER

A chamber type bullet seater positively controls both
bullet and cartridge case alignment. The case and
bullet are completely captured by the die prior to the
bullet being pushed straight into the case by a closefitting seating stem. This style of bullet seater works
more accurately than a conventional (7/8˝-14) bullet
seating die. Seating depth adjustments are made by
turning the screw inside the cap (3/8˝ - 24 threads).

WILBS

$49.95

L.E. WILSON PRIMER POCKET REAMER
(SMALL OR LARGE)

Used in conjunction with the Case Trimmer to remove the primer
pocket crimp on military cases. The finished result is a nice
rounded entry for primers. Unlike some tools, this tool will not
distort the case head. Specify large (.210) or small (.175) when
ordering. Comes with a knob style handle.

WILPRS or WILPRL

$36.95

L.E. WILSON CASE GAGE DEPTH
MICROMETER

Every reloader should know exactly how
much your Full Length Sizing Die is pushing
back the shoulder. With the NEW Case Gage
Depth Micrometer you can do just that!
It has never been easier to measure your
cases headspace before and after sizing. The
Depth Mic allows you to slip the micrometer perfectly over the
top of the gage with your case inserted into the gage and take a
measurement. Graduations of .001. Comes with a Gage Block. One
size works for all L.E. Wilson Gages.

WILCGM

$105.95

ORDER ONLINE 24 HRS A DAY AT: WWW.CREEDMOORSPORTS.COM
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REDDING RELOADING EQUIPMENT
REDDING ULTRAMAG
PRESS

The ULTRAMAG features a huge
4-3/4˝frame opening and 4-1/8˝ of
usable ram stroke, making it ideal for
loading oversized cartridges such as
the old Sharps “Buffalo Cartridges”
and British “Nitro- Express” rounds.
Its unique long link compound
leverage system has more mechanical
advantage over a greater distance
than any other reloading presses on
the market. This makes “child’s play”
of difficult case forming operations.

REDD70000

$319.95

REDDING T-7 TURRET PRESS

“Cast
iron
construction,
powerful
compound linkage and a rigid seven station
turret combine to make the Redding T-7
the best turret press ever!”
The design criteria was to create the
ultimate turret press. The Redding
engineering team started with their time
proven cast iron construction and turret
support that is second to none. They added
powerful compound linkage with over 3.8˝
of ram travel. Another station was added to
the turret for even greater versatility and
an optional “Slide Bar Automatic Primer
Feeding System” was designed. After
adding a few more subtle refinements and
built with the precision you would expect
from Redding, we are confident this is the
best turret press ever.

REDD67000

MATCH GRADE MODEL 3BR POWDER
MEASURE

The Match-Grade Model 3BR was created to be the ultimate
powder measure... “out of the box” match ready! Since its
creation, this powder measure has been helping Silhouette
shooters and Benchrest shooters win matches and set new
records.

REDD3500

$165.95

REDDING COMPETITION
MODEL BR-30
POWDER MEASURE

$302.95

REDDING BIG BOSS II
RELOADING PRESS

These top of the line single station
presses have the largest window
opening and longest usable ram
stroke of any in their class.
Both the original Big Boss and the
new Big Boss II reloading presses
have all the desirable features of
the “Boss” reloading press, but are
built on heavier frames with a 1”
diameter ram and longer 3.8˝ usable
ram stroke for reloading the largest
magnum cartridges.
The Big Boss II now features the
unique Redding “Spent Primer
Collection System” used on the T-7
and Ultramag presses.

REDD97000

$204.95

The Competition Model BR-30 Powder
Measure is truly a competition model with
some very special features. One of these
features (the drum and micrometer) limits
the overall charging range from a low of 10
grains (dependent upon powder density) to
a maximum of approximately 50 grains. As a
result we do not expect this model to be the
proper choice for everyone. If, however, you
are a serious competitive shooter and your
loading requirements are generally between
10 and 50 grains, this is certainly the measure
to choose.

REDD3300

Turn the knob and you add powder to the
scale pan a granule or two at a time. Brings
underweight charges up to accurate readings
fast. Solid, stable, low center of gravity. A full
pound of solid steel - it will not squirm all over
your bench! Ideal height for most powder
scales.
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These top of the line single station presses
have the largest window opening and
longest usable ram stroke of any in their
class.
Both the original Big Boss and the new
Big Boss II reloading presses have all the
desirable features of the (Boss) reloading
press, but are built on heavier frames
with a 1” diameter ram and longer 3.8”
usable ram stroke for reloading the largest
magnum cartridges.

REDD79000

$196.95

REDDING MODEL NO. 5 POWDER
TRICKLER

REDD5000

REDDING BIG BOSS PRESS

$175.95

REDDING EXTENDED SHELL HOLDER

Extended shell holders are required when trimming short
cases under 1 1/2˝ O.A.L. They are machined to the same
tolerances as the standard shell holders except they’re
longer.

REDD115

$23.95

CALL TOLL FREE M-F 9AM-5PM CENTRAL TIME 1-800-273-3366

$17.49

REDDING EZ FEED SHELL HOLDER
REDD110

$11.49

REDDING RELOADING EQUIPMENT
REDDING NATIONAL MATCH
DIE SET

The success of Redding specialized National Match Die Sets
has created the demand for them to offer additional options
beyond the limits of sanctioned cartridges to meet the needs
of other precision oriented AR platform shooters. The name
change (NM-C) indicates that all of the National Match Die
Sets are now supplied with carbide size buttons. The sets
include: a full length Sizing Die with carbide size button, the
Competition Bullet Seating Die and a Taper Crimp Die.

REDD39

Starting at $184.95

REDDING PREMIUM
DELUXE DIE SET

The two die Premium Die Set has a Full Length
sizing die and a Seating Die with Micrometer
Seat Stem. The three die Premium Deluxe Set has
those two dies but also adds a Neck Sizing Die.
They are available in the most popular calibers
offered in the Redding “Series A” calibers. Now,
those seeking to improve their hand-loading potential need not add accessories
but find all they need in the new Redding Black and Gold box of Premium Die Sets.

REDD68

REDDING DELUXE 3 DIE SET

The rifle sets contain a full length sizing die, neck sizing die, and a
bullet seating die. The full length sizing die features a decapping
rod assembly with neck expander. The expander die includes a neck
expanding plug and the seating die features a built-in crimping
ring and seating plug. Made in the USA.

REDD84

Starting at $88.95

REDDING FULL LENGTH DIE SET

The Redding 2-Die Set contains a full length sizing die with
decapping rod assembly with a neck expander and seating die
with bullet guide, built-in crimping ring and seating plug. All
Redding products are produced with the highest quality materials
and are thoroughly inspected to deliver the best product. Shell
holder sold separately. Made in the USA.

REDD80

Starting at $52.95

REDDING TYPE S MATCH
BUSHING FULL DIE SET

The Redding Type S Match Bushing 2-Die Set maintains exact
control of the case neck while full length sizing and uses the same
interchangeable bushings (.001˝ increments) as those used in
other Redding Bushing Style Neck Sizing Dies. Includes the Type S
Bushing Full Sizing Die and the Competition Seating Die. Bushing
and shell holder are sold separately.

REDD36

Starting at $161.95

REDDING LARGE OR SMALL
UNIVERSAL DECAPPING DIE

The small decapping die will handle 22 through 50 caliber
cases with lengths up to 2.625˝. An optional decapping
rod for this die is designed to work with all 17 caliber cases and will accommodate the
small .060” flash holes found on the BR and PPC cases. For longer case lengths up to
3.0” use the large decapping die. The large die will not accommodate a neck diameter
of less than 25 caliber.

REDD69200

$18.95

REDDING TYPE S BUSHING FULL
DIE

The Redding Type S Full Length Sizing Die sizes the
entire case while maintaining exact control of the case neck. Features an adjustable
decapping rod that allows adjustment of the bushing position and a decapping pin
retainer that enables neck sizing without the use of the size button for those who turn
their case necks for uniformity. Shell holder sold separately.

REDD77

Starting at $58.95

REDDING COMPETITION
SEATER DIE

The Redding Competition Seater Die has solved
the concentricity problems inherent in other
seating dies of this type. Tighter manufacturing
tolerances have been made possible due to the details of the patented seating
stem system. The bullet guide to seating stem fit is so precise that the seating stem
can actually be demonstrated to “float” on a column of air. The seating stem is
precision ground to exactly match bullet diameter. The micrometer is calibrated in
0.001˝increments for precise seating depth and is infinitely adjustable (without clicks).

REDD55

Starting at $134.95

Starting at $122.95

REDDING PREMIUM SERIES FULL
LENGTH DIE SET

Redding has now added two popular upgrades to a select
group of dies to create the new “Premium” Die Sets.
The upgrades include combining a Carbide Size Button in
the full length sizing die and the Bullet Seating Micrometer
on the seating die.
Two types of “Premium” Die Sets are available.
The “Premium” Full Length, two (2) die set; contains a
carbide Size Button in the full length sizing die and the Bullet Seating Micrometer
on the seating die.
The “Premium” Deluxe, three (3) die set; contains the “Premium” two (2) die set
(described above) with the addition of a standard neck sizing die.

REDD66

Starting at $97.95

REDDING BODY DIE

Body Dies are designed to full length resize the case
body and bump the shoulder position for proper
chambering without disturbing the case neck. They are
made without internal parts and intended for use only
to resize cases which have become increasingly difficult
to chamber after repeated firing and neck sizing.

REDD75

Starting at $30.95

REDDING SMALL BASE
BODY DIE

For firearms with custom chamberings that are tighter
than SAAMI specifications.

REDD74

Starting at $40.95

REDDING COMPETITION
NECK DIE

This die was designed for use by Competition
Shooters who have meticulously prepared their
cartridge cases and do not wish to use a sizing
button; However, carbide size button kits are
available separately.

REDD56

$112.95

REDDING FULL LENGTH
SIZING DIE

The full length (FL) resizing die contains a decapping rod assembly with a neck expander
(size button).

REDD91

Starting at $34.95

REDDING TAPER CRIMP DIE

Redding Taper Crimp Dies were designed for handgun cartridges
which headspace on the case mouth in which conventional roll
crimping is undesirable. Also available for some revolver and
bottleneck rifle cartridges, for those who prefer the uniformity of a
taper crimp.

REDD85 223

Starting at $27.95

ORDER ONLINE 24 HRS A DAY AT: WWW.CREEDMOORSPORTS.COM
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REDDING RELOADING EQUIPMENT
IMPERIAL SIZING DIE WAX

Imperial Sizing Die Wax is the most recognized
product of the line. Because of its superior
performance and ease of application and cleanup,
this product has been a favorite of knowledgeable
reloaders for years. Redding brand of Imperial
Sizing Die Wax 2 OZ.

$8.95

REDD07600

REDDING STEEL NECK BUSHING

They are available in .001˝ size increments throughout
the range of .185˝ thru .368˝, covering all calibers from
.17 to .338 and clearly marked with size I.D. By selecting
the correct bushing, you are now able to provide just the
right amount of neck tension to properly hold the bullet
without excessive resizing. Heat treated steel. The sizing
diameters are hand-polished with a surface hardness of Rc 60-62 to reduce
sizing effort.

REDD73

For use inside and outside the case neck to reduce
drag on both the die and size button without concern
of powder contamination. Packaged in 1 oz. container.

REDD7700

Same heat treated steel as above with the addition of a
Titanium Nitride surface treatment to further increase
the effective surface hardness and reduce sizing friction.
Both share the same external dimensions (1/2˝ O.D. x 3/8˝
long) and freely interchange in all Redding Bushing style
Neck Sizing Dies. They are available in .001˝ size increments throughout
the range of .185˝ through .368˝, covering all calibers from .17 to .338 and
clearly marked with size I.D.

$26.95

REDDING DEBURRING TOOL

Removes burrs and bevels case mouths for ease of
bullet seating. The pilot rod feature is adjustable
for different cartridge lengths and insures chamfer
concentricity to the case mouth. Hardened
precision ground flutes make clean, easy, chatterfree cuts. Accepts all cases from .22 to .475 caliber.

REDD9000

$24.95

$6.95

REDDING CASE LUBE KIT

(PAD TYPE)
The most popular way to properly
lubricate cases for resizing and case
forming. The bottom side of the pad
includes non-skid feet so it won’t skate
all over your bench when you are using
it. Kit includes 2 oz. plastic bottle of
Redding Case Lube.

REDD12012

$15.95

REDDING TITANIUM NITRIDE BUSHING

REDD76

IMPERIAL DRY NECK LUBE

$18.95

REDDING STUCK CASE
REMOVAL KIT

Sooner or later everyone does it. Too little case
lubricant (or using ordinary oil) and the case seizes
in the resizing die. Usually, the rim pulls off and it is
almost impossible to remove the stuck case without
damaging the die. This case removal kit provides an
easy solution to your problems. Instructions included.

REDD22000

$22.95

REDDING CARBIDE BUTTON
KIT - STD/TYPE S

Make inside neck sizing smoother and
easier without lubrication. Now you can
upgrade your die sets with a carbide size
button kit. Available for bottleneck cartridges 20 thru 338 cal. The carbide
size button is free floating on the decap rod allowing it to self-center in the
case neck. Kits contain: carbide size button, retainer and spare decapping
pin. These kits also fit all Type-S dies.

REDDCBK

$30.95

HARRELL’S PRECISION
HARRELL'S PRECISION PREMIUM POWDER
MEASURE

Harrell’s new PREMIUM Culver type measure is the finest
measure they have ever made. It has two precision roller
bearings, one on each end of the metering device, to reduce
vertical play to a few ten thousandths of an inch. They also
make it incredibly smooth, for a much better feel.
FEATURES:
• Four cutting edges, two left and two right hand
• Brass metering device encapsulated in a stainless
steel bushing
• New space saving design with 16 ounce bottle
• 120 grain, 200 click, 6 clicks between numbers,
.1 grain per click adjustment, easily converts to 4 clicks

HARLPPM

HARRELL'S PRECISION CUSTOM 90
CULVER MEASURE

Designed for varmint hunters and benchrest shooters.
This measure has the same quality as Harrel’s most
expensive measure and meters just as accurate. A brass
thumb screw holds the drop tube in place that is very
easy to use. The baffle is now machined brass with a
rubber o-ring design. The body is machined aluminum
with a new nickel plated handle. The body is hard coat
anodized with Teflon in it. This is a quality measure,
don’t let the price fool you.

HARLC90CM

$264.95

HARRELL'S PRECISION BR PREMIUM
POWDER MEASURE

This new benchrest premium measure adds to
Harrell’s premium roller bearing line of powder
measures. It has the same accuracy of all their
measures, the durability and smoothness of their
premium measures, and comes in a smaller package.

HARLBRPPM
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$199.95

$239.95

CALL TOLL FREE M-F 9AM-5PM CENTRAL TIME 1-800-273-3366

HARRELL'S PRECISION POWDER
MEASURE STAND
• All aluminum construction
• Black anodized finish
• Adjustable height and clamping distance
• Over all length - 10 1/2˝
• Adjust to fit most any bench top

HARLPMS

$59.95

GIRAUD
GIRAUD POWER CASE TRIMMER

Complete power trimmer for trimming to length and chamfering high power rifle
cartridge cases.
The Giraud Trimmer is a dedicated tool designed for the highpower shooter who reloads
their own ammunition. The trimmer allows a reloader to maintain their required
volume of prepped cases in a timely manner. Constructed out of 6061-T6 aluminum and
303 stainless steel, the trimmer is designed to outlast a lifetime. Truly a precision tool.
Case Holder Included.

GIRCTR $494.95
GIRCT-220V $591.95
GIRCT

GIRCHB

GIRCH

Additional Case Holder:
GIRCH (Please Specify Caliber) $37.95
Additional Cutting Head with blade:

GIRCHB

$48.95

GRACEY

GRACEY
DIRECT-DRIVE TRIMMER

The all-new Gracey Direct Drive Powered Case Trimmer is here. Gracey’s
latest generation trimmer was re-engineered and refined to bring the
highest level of ease, convenience, and accuracy in a smaller package.
Their new flagship trimmer now also utilizes Direct Drive technology
for increased power, torque, and reliability.
Just like the original Gracey Powered Trimmer, Gracey’s Gen II trimmer
will save you time. It does so by trimming, chamfering, and deburring
in a single operation. The trimmer can trim any bottleneck rifle case
from .17 Rem to .50 BMG, and can do up to 300 cases per hour, holding
them within .002 for each cartridge. The High Speed steel cutters are
designed with the optimum precision, giving your projectile the best
possible start on its journey to your target. Case Holder Included.

GRADDTRM

$399.95

GRACEY POWER CASE
TRIMMER WITH MOTOR

Invented and patented by a competitive rifle shooter, this unique
rifle case trimmer, powered by an industrial quality 1500 rpm motor,
combines three reloading operations into one. It simultaneously
trims cases to the proper set length with a 90˚ angle to the axis of
the case, puts a chamfer on the inside of the neck, and removes
the burr from around the outside surface of the cartridge neck.
You can easily average 12 cases a minute with this power tool. It is
simple to operate. Simply grasp the cartridge case between thumb
and forefinger and insert the case into the case holder pushing it
against the dual cutters and rotating the case 180˚. This trimming
operation is similar to sharpening a pencil and takes about as long.
Available in most calibers. Case Holder Included.

C1094

$334.95

WORLD’S FINEST TRIMMER
WORLD’S FINEST TRIMMER
PRECISION PREPPING TOOL

The first manually operated case prep tool
that puts four tools at your fingertips. Most
other designs utilize inline tools which
require the user to twist their wrist or rotate the tool in their
hand. The PPT consists of a knurled solid aluminum handle with a
bearing mounted aluminum tool head. The tool head has four 8-32
tapped holes which accept case prep tools manufactured by most
reloading companies.

WORLD’S FINEST TRIMMER

This simple hand-held device allows you to quickly and easily trim
cases. Like with other more expensive case trimmers, the WFT uses the
most precise method of indexing; off of the shoulder, not the base.
The case fits tightly into a steel bearing which has been machined
to your specific caliber. This decouples the stationary case from the
spinning cutting blade and body, giving you a smooth and exact cut
each and every case.

WFT

$69.95

WFT-PPT

$26.95

TOOLS FOR WORLD’S
FINEST TRIMMER PRECISION
PREPPING TOOL

This set of six tools for the PPT
includes a VLD inside chamfering
tool, outside chamfering tool, large
and small primer pocket cleaner and
a large and small primer pocket reamer.

WFT-PPT-TOOLS

$24.95

ORDER ONLINE 24 HRS A DAY AT: WWW.CREEDMOORSPORTS.COM
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STARRETT

STARRETT CALIPER- ELECTRONIC -W/O OUTPUT
-6˝/150MM - W/CASE

The Starrett EC799 Series Electronic Caliper is light, comfortable, easy-touse, and constructed with features that have made Starrett slide calipers
the machinist’s first choice for many years. The EC799 offers a slim,
streamlined profile, a large, clear, easy-to-read LCD display, long battery
life, and function buttons for zero and inch/mm. Electronic Caliper, 0-6”
(0-150mm), w/o Output, w/Plastic Case
Features:
• Last measuring position retained when shut off
• Large, easy-to-read, high-contrast LCD digital readout
• Inch/millimeter conversion reads .0005” or 0.01mm
• Zero at any position
• Integrated depth rod

$157.95

STAR00142

STARRETT MICROMETEROUTSIDE 0-1˝

The Starrett 230 & 230M Outside Micrometer
includes a ratchet stop, lock nut, carbide
face, and . 0-1˝ Range, .0001˝ Grad, Carbide
Faces, Ratchet Stop, Lock Nut .
Features:
• Extremely hard and stable one-piece spindle
• Advanced sleeve design with staggered lines
• Quick and easy adjustment
• Quick-reading figures- every thousandth numbered on inch tools
• Reach places most micrometers cannot reach

STAR50944

$244.95

STARRETT M1 OIL

M1 lubricant produces a micro-thin, airtight coating
that simultaneously dries as it protects, avoiding dirt,
grime, etc. It dries and will not attract dirt, dust or other
contaminants as other leading lubricants do. 12 OZ CAN

STAR95173

$9.95

STARRETT DIAL CALIPER- 0-6˝- IN PLASTIC CASE

The Starrett 120 Series Dial Calipers are the only American made dial
calipers. These calipers are used by mechanics and toolmakers everywhere.
Features include direct reading, ease-of-handling, reliability and accuracy
making these one of the handiest measuring tools available. This series
features white dial, 0-6˝ range and .001˝ graduations. 6˝, White Dial, Fitted
Plastic Case
Features:
• Only American Made Dial Caliper
• Sharp, black graduations on the satin finished bar
• Knife-edge contacts for both inside and outside measurements
• Lock screw for dial bezel and Lock screw for holding sliding jaw in position
• Positive, split-gear anti-backlash control
• Covered rack depth rod

$202.95

STAR64514

STARRETT ELECTRONIC MICROMETER- W/O
OUTPUT 0-1˝

The Starrett 3732 Electronic
Micrometer is a full-featured
precision
measuring
tool
built with customary Starrett
quality and workmanship. The
3732 series includes a large,
easy-to-read, high-contrast LCD digital readout for clear readings. With its
automatic OFF functionality, smooth friction thimble for uniform pressure,
and balanced frame design, Starrett products provide comfortable and
accurate measuring. Its no-glare satin chrome finish minimizes annoying
surface glare under bright lights indoors. 0-1˝(0-25.4 Approx mm),
0.00005˝(0.001mm) Resolution.
Features:
• Large, easy-to-read, high-contrast LCD digital readout
• No-glare black wrinkle finish on frame
• Ability to zero tool at any position
• Ring-type knurled lock nut for quick and sure locking
• Micro-lapped carbide measuring faces

STAR12268

$140.95

RELOADING MANUALS
HORNADY RELOADING HANDBOOK
10TH EDITION

Featuring over 1,000 pages of reloading data,
techniques and bullet information, handloaders will
have access to over 200 different calibers featuring a
variety of loads for the full line of Hornady bullets,
from 17 caliber varmint cartridges to large dangerous
game loads.
The 10th Edition also features an impressive lineup of
new and expanded data. New powders include: Power
Pro 2000 MR, IMR 4451 and 7977, CFE Pistol, BE-86, Reloader 23, 26, 33 and
50, Accurate LT-30 and 32, and few offerings from Shooters World.

H99240

$34.95

BERGER BULLETS RELOADING DATA
MANUAL

If you’re looking for the best and most comprehensive
reloading data on Berger Bullets, this is it! Also this is
one of the most informative and in depth reloading
books on the market. They go in to things that a lot
of the other reloading books do not cover and make
some eyebrow raising statements about SAAMI. Very
interesting and informative! This is an excellent manual
even if you don’t shoot Berger bullets.

BER-11111
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$28.95

NOSLER RELOADING MANUAL #8

This is a must have reloaders manual, ideal for even the
most novice reloader.
• New Introductions to Each Cartridge
• AccuBond Long Range Reloading Data
• Handloading for the 26 Nosler, 28 Nosler and 30
Nosler
• 458 SOCOM Data
• Comments from the Lab by Nosler’s Expert
Ballistics Team
• Detailed step-by-step explanations of the reloading process

NOS50008

$22.95

LYMAN LONG RANGE PRECISION RIFLE
RELOADING HANDBOOK

Precision Rifle Series and Extended Long Range matches
are being held all over the country and industry leaders
are producing numerous rifles, scopes, bi-pods, and
other accessories for this exciting sport. One area that
has been lacking however is reliable reloading data,
until now! This book includes specific data for precision
long range cartridges including: 223 Rem., 6mm Dasher, 6x47 Lapua, 6XC,
6mm Creedmoor, 243 Win., 6.5x47 Lapua, 6.5 Creedmoor, 260 Rem., 6.5-284
Norma, 308 Win., 300 Win Mag, 300 Norma Mag and 338 Lapua.

LY6060

CALL TOLL FREE M-F 9AM-5PM CENTRAL TIME 1-800-273-3366

$14.95

CREEDMOOR®

JUST IN TIME FOR THE HOLIDAYS!

For a limited time, earn $5.00 back per brick
(500rnds) when you purchase SK Rimfire Ammo,
maximum 20 bricks (5,000rnds).
Limit one offer per household. Offer is valid on qualifying purchases made
between November 15, 2018 and December 31, 2018. All rebate coupons
must be received by January 31, 2019.
Requirements & Limits:

• Minimum purchase of 1 brick of SK Rimfire Ammo
• Maximum purchase of 20 bricks or 2 cases of SK Rimfire Ammo
• Maximum $100 rebate
• Must include proof of purchase (original online order receipt or retailer cash register receipt
showing the retailer name and date of purchase)
• Must include lot number and UPC barcode cut from packaging and taped to the form. Multiple
Lot #’s may be taped to a singular form.
• Purchase must be made between November 15 – December 31, postmarked by Jan 31 (Holiday
Rebate)
• Please allow approximately 8 to 10 weeks for delivery.
• Consumer rebate only, Clubs, groups, organizations, private or second party sales, dealer,
sponsored shooters and Capstone Precision Group and Nammo employees purchases do not
qualify. Rebate submissions will not be honored, acknowledged or returned.
• Material from non-compliant requests will be determined without response.
• No duplicate or reproduced rebate forms will be honored (online rebate submission form
acceptable). Void where prohibited and subject to all laws.
• Offer valid in U.S. only
• Capstone Precision Group may change the terms of the program at any time.

Earn $5 cash back
on each brick (500-rnds]
of SK RIM FIRE AMMUNITION
you purchase, between November 15, 2018
and December 31, 2018. See website for details.

Creedmoor Cash is Waiting for You

SHOP & EARN

You'll earn a point for every $2 you spend.

REDEEM & ENJOY!

Redeem your points for Creedmoor Sports gift certificates
(or gifts) to use towards your future purchase(s)!

REWARDS
$25 Gift Certificate
800 Points
$50 Gift Certificate
1,600 Points
$75 Gift Certificate
2,500 Points
$100 Gift Certificate
3,300 Points
Creedmoor Sports Corporate Headquarters
and Manufacturing Facility
167 Creedmoor Way
Anniston, AL 36205
800-273-3366
Local 256-403-3053
Mon-Fri 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Central

Follow Us

HOW TO ORDER

TELEPHONE ORDERS: 800-273-3366

INTERNET ORDERS:
www.creedmoorsports.com

E-MAIL:

shoot@creedmoorsports.com

DELIVERY TIME

We make every effort to process your orders
in a timely manner. Our goal is to ship
within 1-2 working days from receipt of your
order. Please allow 2-3 days processing time
and allow for FedEx shipping time, unless
otherwise stated. Please note, processing
and delivery times are working daysexcluding weekends.

RETURNS

Merchandise shipped correctly will be subject to
a 10% restocking fee if returned. There will be no
restocking fee for exchanges. Returns must be
made within 90 days of receipt of order and must
be freight paid. All shipping charges both ways
must be paid by customer for any exchanged or
returned merchandise shipped correctly.
ALL MERCHANDISE MUST BE RETURNED TO:

CREEDMOOR SPORTS, INC.
167 Creedmoor Way
Anniston, AL 36205
ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT
NOTICE!!
HOLIDAY SALE PRICES ARE EFFECTIVE UNTIL
JANUARY 2, 2019

ORDER ONLINE 24 HRS A DAY AT: WWW.CREEDMOORSPORTS.COM
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HORNADY
LNL AMMO
CONCENTRICITY TOOL

Make bullet runout a thing of
the past with the new Hornady
Ammunition Concentricity Tool.
Hornady never ceases to find ways
to provide unmatched accuracy
in every facet of the shooting
experience. The new Ammunition
Concentricity Tool is the first tool on the market to both identify and
eliminate bullet runout. Just place ammunition in the tool, roll it, identify
runout, and use the dial indicator to adjust runout to zero! It can be used
to true-up factory ammunition, too.

H050076

HORNADY LNL
COMPARATOR BODY

Measuring cartridge lengths across
bullet tips is not a reliable or repeatable
method for measuring loaded rounds.
It’s common for variations of up to .025˝
to exist from one round to the next.
Hornady’s Bullet Comparator solves that problem by measuring rounds
from a reliable surface on the bullet, the ogive, to provide consistent,
precise measurements of your rounds. The Bullet Comparator is also used
to check uniformity of bullets from base to ogive.

$24.95

HB2000

$109.95

HORNADY LNL COMPARATOR INSERT

LNL POWDER MEASURE

The Lock-N-Load powder measure offers the most flexible
operation and the widest range of any powder measure.
It ranges from .5 - 265 grains of powder (special metering
inserts and rotor required). Metering inserts can be changed
with the push of a button. Comes with standard rotor and
metering insert.

H050069

$69.95

HORNADY LNL QUICK TRICKLE

For handloaders who want “hands-on” accurate
control of their powder charges, the Lock-N-Load
Quick Trickle provides an excellent way to deliver
an initial large volume powder charge. This versatile
powder trickler features hand operated high and
low speeds with up to a three-to-one gear ratio.
Combined with double-sided, sealed ball bearings
that prevent stray powder from impeding operation,
the Quick Trickle is the smoothest operating powder
dispensing tool for your reloading bench.

H050101

$85.95

KINETIC BULLET PULLER

Removes bullets from cartridges without
damage. The hollow head captures the
bullet and powder for reuse. Can be used
on any rifle or pistol cartridges up to 45
caliber.

H050090

$27.95

HLNL-INS

$7.95

HORNADY LNL OAL GAUGE STRAIGHT OR CURVED

Regulating seating depth and the resulting “jump” to the rifling is widely
regarded as fundamental to improved accuracy. A few thousandths of an
inch change between the bullet and the rifling can make the difference
between average accuracy and real tack-driver performance. To use the
Lock-N-Load O.A.L. Gauge, you will need a Modified Case (sold separately)
to fit your firearm’s chamber and thread it onto the gauge. These specially
prepared modified cases are threaded at the case-head and have a .002”
oversized neck to accept the same bullets you intend to load.

HORC1000

$ 33.95

HORNADY LNL MODIFIED "A"
CASE

The Hornady Lock-N-Load overall length
gauge modified “A” case, is made to measure
the bullet relationship to the lands of the
your barrel when using the Hornady Lock-NLoad overall length gauge. These are specially
prepared modified cases that are threaded at
the case-head and have a .002” oversized neck
to accept the same bullets you intend to load.

HORACASE

$5.95

LNL DIE BUSHING 3 PK
HORNADY DIE SETS

Check online for availability and
pricing

HORNADY ONE SHOT SPRAY CASE LUBE

The Hornady One-Shot Case Lube is the most popular case
and tool lube on the market. The One-Shot Case Lube is clean,
non-sticky, quick and easy to use, and the non-petroleum wax
will not contaminate powder or primers. The aerosol spray can
allows you to lube an entire block of cases in one shot.

H9991 5 oz
H99913 10 oz

$9.95
$14.95

Maximize your reloading time with the
Lock-N-Load quick change bushing system.
The Lock-N-Load reloading system is a
patented quick change bushing system
that lets you change dies with a simple flick
of the wrist. With Lock-N-Load technology
in your reloading press, you can stop
loading, change dies and start loading
another caliber in SECONDS.

H044093 3PK
H044094 2PK

HORNADY CAM LOCK
TRIMMER

No other case trimmer in this price
range features a micro-adjustable
cutting head! Based on the proven
design of Hornady’s earlier case
trimmer, this new model is packed
with many other valuable features
Hornady customers have been asking for.

H50140
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$15.95
$9.95

CALL TOLL FREE M-F 9AM-5PM CENTRAL TIME 1-800-273-3366

$74.95

FORSTER
FORSTER CO-AX PRESS WITH
S JAWS

No need to complicate the reloading process. The Co-Ax Press
keeps it simple while still delivering famous Forster precision.
The Forster Co-Ax Loading Press comes with several unique
features that help make it truly one of a kind, including:
1) Snap-in and snap-out die changing.
2) A positive spent primer catcher system.
3) Dual floating guide rods to help ensure perfect alignment.
4) Because there is absolutely no torque on the head of the CoAx Press, long life is the rule rather than the exception.
5) The Co-Ax Press delivers perfect alignment of the die and the
case because the shell holder jaws are designed to float with
the die.
6) The Co-Ax Press accepts any standard 7/8˝ X 14 reloading die,
some with existing locking rings.
7) The unique top priming device seats primers to factory
specifications.
8) The top of the stroke provides a rock solid stop for consistency.

FORSTER ORIGINAL
CASE TRIMMER

THE OLD STANDBY FOR MOST
CALIBERS!
Trims most standard calibers from
0.171” to 0.459˝ - fits from 5.7 x 28
all the way to 45-70. Includes both
coarse and fine trim length adjustments that will maintain 0.001˝
repeatability. Trimmer has 0.490˝ diameter Cutter Shaft (17 cal. Cutter
Shaft required for 17 cal.) 5.375˝ long base. Accommodates all six
case trimmer accessories. Plus, Forster manufactures the only Case
Trimmer that holds the case in a Brown & Sharpe-type collet - keeping
your trimming depth consistent, even when the rim diameter varies.
The Original Case Trimmer requires a Collet and Pilot for each case,
ordered separately. Collets #1 through #4 are compatible with the
Original Case Trimmer.

FOROCT10

$74.95

FORSTER NECK SIZING DIE

For reloaders who choose to retain the
fire formed dimensions of their cases
rather than resizing the entire case, neck
sizing-only dies fit a definite need. Although they only work the necks
of cases, they do eliminate some problems associated with excessive
headspace. Neck sizing can also prolong case life.

$40.95

FORSTER ULTRA
MICROMETER SEATER DIE

The Ultra Micrometer Seater Die is a noncrimping style seater die (except for the
30-30) that holds the bullet and case
in perfect alignment while the bullet is press-fit seated. A handy
micrometer fixes the bullet seating depth to your specifications.
Includes all the popular straight line seating features of the original
Bench Rest Seater Die plus an ultra-accurate micrometer for adjusting
bullet seating depth.

FORMS

$82.95

FORSTER STAND BULLET
PULLER W/O COLLETS

Tough, rugged, and dependable. Pulls
bullets as a result of a reloading problem
or because standard ammunition requires
alteration. Will not slip; the loading press
pull actually tightens the grip on the bullet
as it is removed. Sure grip reduces chance
of damage, meaning the reloader can salvage more components and
save money.

FORBP101

Forster Co-Ax Primer Seater is designed so
the operator can eliminate all slop when
working with a specific cartridge. That
translates into perfect seating, reliable
ignition and reduced misfires. No additional
Shell Holders are required. The E-Z-Just jaws
close to securely grip most modern rifle and
pistol cases with a rim thickness of .045˝
to .072˝. Other features include a built-in
primer flipper tray. Large and small primer
tubes have an open slot and primers stack
sideways for added safety. (Small holds 52/
Large holds 41)

FOR11521

$82.95

$334.95

FOR28271

FOR0673

FORSTER CO-AX PRIMER
SEATER W/ E-Z-JUST SHELL
HOLDER JAWS

$18.95

FORSTER BUSHING BUMP NECK SIZING DIE KIT
When you order a Bushing Bump Neck Sizing Die Kit, you receive:
• A top quality, hand polished Forster die to match the caliber of
your firearm and three bushings, pre-selected by the Forster
staff.
• All bushings are machined to a “smooth as silk” interior finish.
• A durable case to protect your investment and to simplify
bushing storage.

FOR0225

$84.95

FORSTER BUSHING BUMP
NECK SIZING DIE

The Bushing Bump Neck Sizing Die
brings an advanced precision level
to hand loaders by allowing you to
precisely control the amount of neck
sizing tension in your reloaded cartridge brass. The Bushing Bump
Neck Sizing Die improves accuracy and prolongs case life because
the necks are sized down as little as necessary while still “bumping”
the shoulder of the case to maintain overall case concentricity and
cartridge headspace length.

FOR22673

$59.95

FORSTER FULL LENGTH
SIZING DIE

Because they offer maximum flexibility,
most reloaders start their collection of
Bench Rest dies with full length sizers. The
die sizes the case neck, shoulder and body and expands the neck
and removes the spent primer.
Machined by hand with one-piece reamers. The exclusive elevated
“E-Z” out expander ball system makes the difference in this sizing
die.

FOR3573

$40.95

FORSTER BENCH REST
SEATER DIE

More than twenty years ago, Forster/
Bonanza
obtained
U.S.
Patent
#3,440,923 for the design of the original
Bench Rest Seater Die. That patent covers the use of a specially
machined, close fitting chamber that holds the case, the bullet and
the seating stem all in perfect alignment. This innovative chamber
design is still the hallmark of our Bench Rest Seater Dies, because
it’s the premier system of all the so-called “in-line” seater systems
that actually supports the entire outside diameter of the sized case
rather than just the bullet and case neck.

FOR2773

$54.95

ORDER ONLINE 24 HRS A DAY AT: WWW.CREEDMOORSPORTS.COM
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K & M PRECISION

K&M ARBOR PRESS

The ability to “feel” the bullet as it is seated into the
case neck is very important to achieve consistency and
accuracy. The newly designed toggle link arbor press
has a very smooth and much improved feel to provide
the reloader that critical sensitive feedback. Compact
size allows for use on your loading bench or at the
range. Mounting holes are provided in the base if you
choose to hard mount to your loading bench. Base size
3.5˝ x 5˝, Height - 11˝. Working height is adjustable
from 0”-7.5˝ or 0˝-6˝ when used with a force pack.
1˝ press stroke. Use the K&M die base when using a
neck sizing die. The neck tension the cartridge neck
applies on the bullet is very important for on target
consistency. The force required to seat the bullet is an
excellent way to quantify the consistency of your neck
tension. To do this, use the force pack and a standard
.001˝ dial indicator to read force in 1lb increment
(.001”=1lb).

KNMAP

$149.95

K&M STANDARD FORCE PACK
FOR ARBOR PRESS

Use the standard force pack with .001˝
resolution dial indicator. Each .001˝ increment
equals 1lb of force. Force range is 0-150lbs.
Easy to install on our new style arbor press.

KMFP150

$59.95

CONTROLLED DEPTH
TAPERED REAMER

K&M is proud to introduce
an improvement to a long
standing superb case mouth chamfering tool with a newly designed handle
that provides improved depth stop fingers and a much needed set screw
adjustment for precise cutter depth control. They still incorporate the same
great cutter selection that uses a 4 degree taper per side that yields the
finest case mouth chamfer for bullet seating for the competitive benchrest
shooter and the demanding sportsman alike. The small tool uses a 3 flute
cutter that chamfers cartridges from .17 caliber up to 6mm. The large tool
uses a 6 flute cutter that chamfers cartridges from 6mm to .338 caliber.

KMCDTR LG
KMCDTR SM

$46.95
$46.95

K&M PRIMER POCKET
CORRECTION TOOL

Designed with a drive shank to be
used with your cordless screwdriver
and/or either of K&Ms handles. K&Ms
primer pocket correction tool uses a carbide cutter with a preset depth,
ensuring you consistently square the primer pocket bottom. Large Rifle set
to .131” depth. Small Pistol & Rifle set to .122˝ depth.
KMPPCT Lg Pistol
$22.95
KMPPCT Lg Rifle
$22.95
KMPPCT Sm Rifle
$22.95

K&M HANDLE FOR MANUAL OPERATION
PRIMER CORRECTION TOOL

Pocket Correction Tool Handle for Manual Operation.

KMPCTHAN

$6.95

K&M DELUXE HAND PRIMER

If you want the ultimate in hand priming
tools - the K&M Primer Deluxe will fit the
bill. Benchrest Shooters seat the primer
until they “feel” it just touch the bottom
of the primer pocket. Consistency is the
secret to seating - with the K&M Primer/
Gauge you have that consistency.

$59.95

KMPDHP

K&M FLASH HOLE UNIFORMER

Features:
• Reams / deburrs / chamfers
• Provides case centering / alignment
• Uniforms to pre-set, controlled depth
(Independent of case length)
• Screw-on, replaceable, cutter
• Hex knob won’t roll
• One tool fits all standard rifle and pistol calibers
• Made of steel and brass; no aluminum or plastic
• Tool also available for P.P.C./ B.R. calibers please specify

KMFHU 062
KMFHU 17

$19.95
$23.95

KMFHU 080
KMFHU 20

$19.95
$23.95

WHIDDEN GUNWORKS
WHIDDEN CLICK ADJUSTABLE DIES

As handloaders have become more aware of
shoulder bump and proper adjustment of the
sizer die in recent years, there has become a need
for an easier way to adjust the sizer die properly.
Until now there have been few options other than
trial and error to get the shoulder setback correct.
Anyone who has done this can attest that it’s a
slow and imprecise job!
Whidden Gunworks has solved the problem with
the new patent pending Click Adjustable Sizer
Die. This die and lock ring work together to give
the user a clicking feel to the adjustment just like
a high end rifle scope. Each click moves the shoulder bump .001˝ so you can easily
find the exact shoulder bump that you desire.
Included with the Click Adjustable Sizer Die is a Shoulder Bump Gauge. This gauge
attaches to standard calipers and allows measurement from the case shoulder to the
base. Using the Shoulder Bump Gauge with the Click Adjustable Sizer Die will make
the proper sizer die setup easier than ever before.

WHI-SETAB, WHI-SETAN,
WHI-SIZAB, WHI-SIZAN
$121.95-$224.95
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CALL TOLL FREE M-F 9AM-5PM CENTRAL TIME 1-800-273-3366

WHIDDEN CLICK ADJUST LOCK RING

The Whidden Click Adjust lock ring makes your standard dies
function like a micro adjust die. The lock ring will fit on any 7/8
OD sizer of any brand with adjustable shoulder bump. It’s easy
to use the inner and outer ring that can rotate independently
of each other. Each click is metered in true 1 thousandths
adjustment and has .100 total available travel.

WHI-CALR

$ 44.95

DILLON PRECISION
DILLON XL 650 MACHINE

Truly the state of the art, Dillon’s XL650
features automatic indexing and is capable
of producing up to 800 rounds per hour, or
more if you are using both the case and bullet
feeders. With Dillon’s quick change caliber
conversion kits you can swap the machine
from one caliber to the next in less than
10 minutes. The XL650 is available in most
popular pistol and rifle calibers.

DIL65016

$589.95

DILLON RL 550C MACHINE

The Dillon RL550C is the most versatile
reloading machine in the Dillon Precision
Products line. It will accommodate the
widest variety of cartridges from 32 ACP up
to 338 Lapua, 416 Rigby, and 460 Weatherby.
The RL550C has a manually indexed
shellplate making it easier to master
the various steps of reloading. Caliber
changes are simple and require fewer parts
than other machines which makes it less
expensive to convert to another cartridge.

$432.00

DIL550

DILLON CASEFEED ASSEMBLY W/O
PLATE

Electric casefeeder for the XL650. With it, you
simply dump in a bunch of brass and turn it on.
It automatically orients the brass mouth-side up,
fills the case feed tube, shuts off when the tube is
full, and automatically starts as the tube gets low.
This is only the casefeeder. No plates are included.

DIL650CFA

$ 200.00

DILLON 650
CONVERSION KIT

Dillon XL650 caliber conversions are available
for common rifle and handgun cartridges,
from 17 Hornet though 458 Win mag in rifle,
and 32 ACP through 500 S&W in handgun.
Includes:
Shellplate, Locator buttons, Powder funnel,
Casefeed adaptor parts.

DIL65021

$79.95–$89.95

DILLON 650 QUICK CHANGE KIT

The XL 650 quick change allows you to leave your dies
and powder charge set up and dedicated to a specific
cartridge for faster, easier caliber changes.
Includes:
Powder measure, Powder die, Toolhead and Toolhead
stand.

DIL650QC

$116.95

DILLON 550 QUICK
CHANGE KIT

With a quick change assembly and a caliber
conversion kit (sold separately), you can convert
your RL 550 Series press form one caliber to
another in less than a minute.
Includes: Powder measure, Powder die, Toolhead
and Toolhead stand.

DIL550QC

$112.95

DILLON D-TERMINATOR
ELECTRONIC SCALE

The D-Terminator Electronic scale is a high
precision unit with 1500 grain capacity, an
anti-static wind shield, the latest in load
cell technology, and included check weight.
The large backlit LCD display makes reading
weights a breeze. The touch screen is easy
to use and maintain. The D-Terminator Scale
operates off of four AA batteries or with the
included AC adapter.

DIL10483

$139.95

DILLON 550/650/SDB
BULLET TRAY

Mounts directly to the Dillon strong
mount. Fits the Square Deal, RL550
series and XL650 strong mounts.

$44.95

DIL22214

DILLON
MOUNT

550/650

DIL22051

$ 50.95

STRONG

This mount is for both the Dillon RL550
series presses as well as the Dillon XL650
presses. Mount height = 8.5 inches

DILLON 650 CASEFEED PLATE
Large Pistol
Used for 38 Special/357, 40 S&W, 10mm
and larger cartridges. For 357 and 44 Mag,
45 Colt, use the spacer washer that is
included with the electric case feeder. For
7.62x39mm, use two of the spacer washers.
Small Pistol
Recommended for use with 32 ACP, #2 S&W Long/32 H&R Mag, .380
ACP, 9mm/38 Super. For 30 Carbine, use two of the spacer washers.
Large Rifle
Recommended for 22/250, 308 Win, 30-06 Springfield, 30-30 Win,
45-70 Gov’t, most standard belted magnums and related cartridges.
Small Rifle
Recommended for .17 Rem, 204 Ruger, 222 & 223 Rem and related
cartridges.

DIL650CFP

$39.95

DILLON 550 CONVERSION
KIT

The Dillon RL 550C will produce matchquality ammo for over 160 different
rifle and pistol calibers. These kits fit
the RL300, RL450, RL550 series, AT500
and BL 550 machines.
This Kit contains: Shellplate, Powder
Funnel and Locator buttons.

DIL55020

$47.95–$57.95

DILLON ELIMINATOR
BEAM SCALE

Magnetically dampended 511
grain capacity accurate to
within +/- 0.1 grain.
DIL13480

$89.95

ORDER ONLINE 24 HRS A DAY AT: WWW.CREEDMOORSPORTS.COM
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BERRY’S
BERRY'S 400 TUMBLER

BERRY'S QD-500
VIBRATORY
TUMBLER

The 400 Vibratory Tumbler is made from
premium injection molded parts. The large
smooth bowl aids in turning and moving the
brass and media for quick and thorough cleaning.
The see-through polycarbonate lid lets you see
the progress without turning off the motor.
CASE CAPACITIES:
380 - 1,100
45ACP - 600
9MM - 1,000
223/5.56 - 450
40 S&W - 700
30-06 - 250

The NEW QD-500 is the only
tumbler on the market with
a quick detachable bowl, one
simple flip of the cam-lock and
your bowl is released. You no
longer have to worry about
making a mess when dumping
your brass and media into
your sifter. Separate bowls are
available for the reloaders who
use different medias and those
who tumble pre-sorted brass.

BER500

BER400

$72.95

ROTARY BRASS SORTER/
SEPARATOR

$86.95

MEDIA PAN SIFTER

Berry’s injection molded pan sifter will fit neatly
on top of a bucket to help you separate your brass
from the cleaning media.

$10.95

BERMPS

Sort your brass and separate your media with
Berry’s NEW Brass Sorter! Calibration of the
black basket allows you to change the size of
the brass to be sorted. Never again will you
have to hand sort an entire bucket of range
brass or make a mess with a pan sorter.

BERRBSS

$49.95

IOSSO
IOSSO CASE POLISH

IOSSO CASE CLEANER

Cleans and polishes brass casings to a high
luster. It removes powder fouling, residue,
oxidation, tarnish, and discoloration. Add Iosso
Case Polish to your media before tumbling. It
works with the media to reduce tumbling time
and gives your brass a like-new finish. Shines to a
high luster and protects from future oxidation.
Use Iosso Case Polish on soiled casings or on
casings that have been pre-cleaned with the Iosso Case Cleaner. New BioBased Formula, safe to the user and safe for the environment.

Restores brass casings to a bright finish in seconds.
This liquid cleaner effectively removes powder
fouling residue, oxidation, tarnish, discoloration,
dirt, and grime. It cleans the inside of the casings
and the primer pocket where tumbling media is
not effective.

IOSSO4 1GAL
IOSSO4 32OZ

Reg. $26.95
Reg. $11.95

SALE $24.00
SALE $10.00

IOSSO6 32OZ

IOSSO CASE CLEANER KIT

Restores brass casings to a bright finish in
seconds. This liquid cleaner effectively removes
powder fouling residue, oxidation, tarnish,
discoloration, dirt, and grime. It cleans the
inside of the casings and the primer pocket
where tumbling media is not effective. The Kit
contains a quart of Case Cleaner, a bucket and
strainer bag. Environmentally friendly.

IOSSOKIT Reg. $16.95

SALE $15.00

IOSSO6 8OZ

This bio-based product is formulated to clean and lubricate. It
eliminates stuck cases to make sizing less work and prolongs
the life of your dies. It’s easy to use with no sticky residue and
no offensive smell. It is bio-based, water soluble, biodegradable
and non-flammable. It inhibits corrosion and rust. It cleans while
lubricating. Either wipe or rinse in hot water before reloading. It
is packaged in a 4 oz spray bottle.

IOSSO743 4OZ

$6.95 - $31.95

CREEDMOOR WALNUT SHELL
TUMBLER MEDIA

This is untreated Media (Add your favorite media
additive). Then tumble a few hours (depending on
actual case condition) in a tumbler and cases are
clean/polished, ready to load. Mesh Size: 12/20
Medium Grit, 20/40 Fine Grit.

KRAMWS
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Reg. $8.95

SALE $8.00

ORDER ON-LINE!

CREEDMOOR CORN COB
TUMBLER MEDIA

KRAMCC

SALE $32.00
SALE $10.00

IOSSO SIZING LUBE

CREEDMOOR®
Creedmoor Case Cleaning Media is a great choice for
cleaning dirty/tarnished cases. This is untreated Media
(Add your favorite media additive). Then tumble a
few hours (depending on actual case condition) in a
tumbler and cases are clean/polished, ready to load.
Mesh Size: 12/20 Medium Grit, 20/40 Fine Grit.

Reg. $35.95
Reg. $11.95

INTERNET ORDERS

Please check out our secure website www.creedmoorsports.com.
It’s available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. It is completely secure
and offers all of the products listed in this catalog and much more!
Sign up for our email list to receive special offers. Join our Internet
Buyers Club and receive special offers every month!!

WWW.CREEDMOORSPORTS.COM
For the latest products and deals... follow us on
Facebook and Twitter.

$9.95 - $37.95

CALL TOLL FREE M-F 9AM-5PM CENTRAL TIME 1-800-273-3366

RELOADING COMPONENTS

CHECK OUT OUR FULL LINE OF
BULLETS AND BRASS ONLINE AT
CREEDMOORSPORTS.COM

ORDER ONLINE 24 HRS A DAY AT: WWW.CREEDMOORSPORTS.COM
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CREEDMOOR® SHOOTING COATS
2 Time
National Champion
Dennis DeMille

N17DHC

Shown with Ventilation, All-Position and Shoulder
Strap Options

CHECK OUT OUR NEW
ONLINE
COAT BUILDER AT
CREEDMOORSPORTS.COM
CREEDMOOR® DELUXE HARDBACK
SHOOTING COAT

We’re constantly striving to improve our products to help you improve your
scores. Designed with the input from shooters across several disciplines,
the Deluxe Hardback is said to be the most comfortable coat out there. By
designing the sleeves to fit tighter to the arm, the contact point where your
elbow meets the inside of the sleeve will remain the same between shots. With
non-tapered sleeves, there’s an opportunity for the arm to shift inside of the
sleeve between shots. Depending on how your elbow rests on the padding, this
can cause an inconsistency in your natural point of aim. The spandex on the
inside bend of the arm allows the forearm to come closer to the bicep in the
standing position without the leather or Cordura material getting in the way. It
also prevents hot brass from falling into the sleeve unlike the zippered opening
found on other coats. We’ve added a larger rubber pad on the support side of
the body to provide more rubber on rubber contact in the standing position to
keep that position locked. Made in Anniston, AL.

N17DHC

Deluxe Cordura Hardback
Deluxe Cordura/Leather Hardback
Deluxe Leather Hardback

SALE PRICES STARTING AT $420.00
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CALL TOLL FREE M-F 9AM-5PM CENTRAL TIME 1-800-273-3366

N1010C
N1010

CREEDMOOR® HEAVY COAT STORAGE BAG

Protect your investment. This storage bag made of 1000 Denier
Cordura Nylon with a self-healing YKK zipper is great for
transporting and carrying your coat to the range with the provided
handles and for long term storage. Color: OD Green.
Dimensions: 27”L X 20.5”W.
N1010
N1010C Custom Colors

Reg. $21.95
Reg. $29.95

SALE $17.00
SALE $24.00

CREEDMOOR®
CREEDMOOR®
DELUXE CANVAS
SHOOTING COAT

N010X

This coat made of #10 Stasoft cotton canvas duck has
all of our cloth coat designs
incorporated into one. It
features a raglan sleeve design,
pulse pad, and textured
rubber backed by 1/4" felt
padding. The front closures are
equipped with quick release
buckles and adjustable straps.
Two front pockets and a cargo
pocket provide ample carrying
space. A large rubber body pad
is provided for slip-resistant
arm contact required when
shooting from the standing
position. This coat's design
makes it ideal for juniors or beginning highpower shooters.

N010X

$148.95

SALE $120.00

CREEDMOOR® SPORTS
ISSF SHOOTING TROUSERS

• Double canvas material
• European top grip rubber on knees
and seat
• Velcro fastening fly with four-position
hook closure on waist belt loops
• Buttons on waistband for suspender
attachment
• Ventilation mesh on top of thighs
• Two-way zippers on back of legs
for position changes
• Rubber kneeling pad included

CSSWTR

Reg. $79.95

SALE $60.00
CREEDMOOR® SHOOTING
JERSEY

This shooting jersey is made from 100%
cotton knit material. It is the ideal breathing
garment to be worn under your shooting
coat. The back of the sleeves are padded up
to the shoulder seam giving the rifle shooter
extra protection where he needs it. It can be
partially unzipped from the bottom for sling
positions. ISU legal. Note: The zipper pull is
on the left side.

C1080

Reg. $54.95

SALE $45.00
CREEDMOOR® LEATHER
RIFLE BOOTS

AIRRS

ISSF legal with rounded toe and
heel. Black with red accents. Flat
sole with textured grip. Two Velcro
straps around the back of the
ankle to adjust tightness between
positions. Tongues in the front and back to assist when inserting
foot and increases comfortability. Most shooters use a shoe tree to
extend the life of the shoe.

AIRMTR (Men’s Right Handed)
AIRMTL (Men’s Left Handed)
AIRWTL (Women’s Left Handed)
AIRWTR (Women’s Right handed)

SALE $110.00
AHG-L

The Creedmoor Shooting Sweater
is made from a 50% cotton, 50%
polyacryl
knit
material.
This
sweater’s tight fit forms to the
body to avoid material bunching
under the shooting coat. There’s
also slightly padded elbows and
ventilation on the back.

C1080

(Order size based on waist
measurement.)

Reg. $134.95

CREEDMOOR®
SHOOTING SWEATER

CSSWTR

AIRRS

Reg. $98.95 SALE $80.00

AHG-ANSCHUTZ/CREEDMOOR® LEATHER ISU SHOOTING COAT

Along with AHG-Anschutz, we have created this high quality leather shooting coat. It offers
great support for your shooting positions while providing flexible material in areas that
typically bind. Tension straps on the shooting shoulder to prevent the material bulge in prone
position. The non-slip rubber on the elbows and shoulders provide positive positions and
prevent slippage. An adjustable sling holder makes for quick adjustments. Movable Screw-Fix
buttons allow for individual fittings. Color: Black/Grey. Men’s even sizes 32-52 (Right Handed
Shooter only)
AHGLEA

Reg. $210.95

SALE $170.00

AHG-ANSCHUTZ/CREEDMOOR® CANVAS & LEATHER ISU
SHOOTING COAT

AHG-CL

We collaborated with AHG-Anschutz to design this high quality canvas and leather coat. Rigid
canvas with suede leather front panels provides maximum support in all shooting positions.
Tension straps on the shooting shoulder to prevent the material bulge in prone position. The
non-slip rubber on the elbows and shoulders provide positive positions and prevent slippage.
An adjustable sling holder makes for quick adjustments. Movable Screw-Fix buttons allow
for individual fittings. The Black, Blue and Red color combination makes a statement on the
firing line. Men’s even sizes 32-52 (Right Handed Shooter only). 34-44 (Left Handed Shooter).
Some ladies sizes also available.
AHGCL

Reg. $159.95

SALE $130.00

ORDER ONLINE 24 HRS A DAY AT: WWW.CREEDMOORSPORTS.COM
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BOOKS AND MEDIA
WITH WINNING
IN MIND

WHAT EVERY RIFLE
SHOOTER SHOULD
KNOW FIRST CD

by Lanny Bassham.
Lanny Bassham, Olympic
and World Champion
Gold Medalist, now has
his Mental Management
System published in book
form. This book is a must
for every serious competitive rifle shooter.
It will lead the way toward understanding
and overcoming the mental pressure
experienced in competition. 3rd Edition.

Is the mental game important
to your success in rifle shooting?
The top shooters think so. Most
shooters believe that controlling
the mind is as important as
controlling the rifle. This new CD program is
designed to be the first stop on your journey to
master the mental game of rifle shooting.

C10883

Reg. $24.95

Reg. $16.95

FIRST-CD

SALE $13.00

BOOK ON CD
95% of all winning is
accomplished by only
5% of the participants.
These are the Elite.
In ATTAINMENT, Troy
Bassham explains what
separates the Elite from
the rest and how you
can use these differences to allow you to
join them. Once you have acquired these
elements your life will never be the same.

Reg. $24.95

BY LANNY BASSHAM
Parents are the first and
most
important
mental
coach a child has in their
life yet parents are not
taught how to help their
competitive child build their
mental toughness for sport,
or any other competitive environment. This book
helps equip parents with understanding the
mental game and how they can better help their
children grow.

MMPCBK1

Reg. $16.95

ATTAINMENT

CD4257

SALE $20.00

PARENTING
CHAMPIONS

FREEDOM
FLIGHT

BY LANNY BASSHAM
An Olympic Medalist
has a life-changing
conversation with a
man on a plane ride
to Cairo that will
forever change his
chances of success in sport and in life.

FFBK

Reg. $24.95

SALE $20.00

SALE $13.00

CARTRIDGE COMPARISON
GUIDE V2

Cartridge Comparison Guide 2 is the
ultimate hunting and ballistics source,
built to help shooters maximize
cartridge capabilities and ballistic
understanding. The Guide considers
every major factory and hand-load
source for every Rifle, Shotgun and
Handgun cartridge available in the
USA. That is over 250 unique cartridges! It then breaks down
all of this ballistics data, covering thousands of unique loads,
and eliminates the mediocre and anemic loads.

CCG-GUIDEV2

Reg. $36.95

SALE $20.00

SALE $29.95

POSTERS
AMERICAN STANDARD
CARTRIDGE COMPARISON
GUIDE

The American Standard poster contains
every Modern Rifle, Shotgun, and
Handgun cartridge manufactured in
the USA as of 2017. In addition, military
surplus and a few bonus cartridges are
included. The poster contains 165 unique Rifle Cartridges, 55 Handgun
Cartridges, and 9 different Shotgun gauges. Actual Size: 36x24 1/16

CCG-AS

Reg. $16.95

SALE $13.50

RIFLEMAN’S CLASSIC
CARTRIDGE COMPARISON
GUIDE

The Rifleman's Classic poster includes
over 300 American, British, European &
Metric Rifle cartridges as well as some
well-known proprietary cartridges. It
also has a good representation of military small arms cartridges dating
back to WWI. Actual Size: 36x24 1/16

CCG-RC

Reg. $16.95

SALE $13.50

FIX IT STICKS
Add FIX IT STICKS DELUXE
(65,45,25 AND 15) TACTICAL
WRENCH SET
Kit includes:
65 Inch Lbs miniature torque limiter
45 Inch Lbs miniature torque limiter
25 Inch Lbs miniature torque limiter
15 Inch Lbs miniature torque limiter
Set of Replaceable Fix It Sticks
16 different bits
1/2” Socket and 1/4” bit adapter set
Tactical Tailor Designed Pouch

FIXLS11T
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$161.95

CALL TOLL FREE M-F 9AM-5PM CENTRAL TIME 1-800-273-3366

HOLIDAY SPECIAL!

Purchase the FIX IT STICKS DELUXE
(65,45,25 AND 15) TACTICAL
WRENCH SET and Receive a free
FIX IT STICKS 20 INCH LBS TORQUE
LIMITER WRENCH!

Regularly $35.95

SLINGS
C1065

JENSEN’S DELUXE
COMPETITION RIFLE
SLING

RBSLING

Made by Jensen & Sons, this top
quality leather rifle sling has a
3.5” bias cut, fully adjustable arm
cuff lined with a groove gripping
rubber. Two sizes offered. Small
(11” Cuff) and Large (13” Cuff) .
Right or Left Hand.

3.5” Strap

C1065

40mm Strap C1065

Reg. $75.95
Reg. $68.95

RON BROWN SERVICE SLING

SALE $64.95
SALE $58.95

This sling is made from the highest quality leather available,
Hermann Oak Leather. Slings are edged and creased, embossed
with Eagle Match Logo, and holes are numbered. All hardware is
government spec, D-rings are oversized and parkerized, and frog
hooks are made by Waterbury Buckle. Skins are saddle-tan colored
and 54” but can be easily cut to desired length. 1 1/4” wide.
RBSLING

Reg. $74.95

SALE $69.95

C1165

SYNTHETIC ISU RIFLE
SLING WITH 40MM
CUFF

Made by Jensen & Sons, this
40mm buckle cuff synthetic sling
has a lined leather cuff and self
centering sling strap. This is an
ideal sling for those just getting
started in ISSF shooting. Available
in Small (10” Cuff), Medium (11” Cuff) and Large (12” Cuff). Right or Left
Hand.

Reg. $44.95

C1165

SALE $40.00

ISU PULLEY TYPE
RIFLE SLING WITH
40MM CUFF

Made by Jensen & Sons, this
40mm pulley type ISSF rifle sing
has a bias cut arm cuff lined
with a groove gripping rubber.
Made from top quality leather.
Available in two sizes: Small (11”
Cuff) and Large (13” Cuff). Fits
Right or Left Handed Shooters.
C1066

Reg. $59.95

C1066

SALE $54.00

CREEDMOOR®

NEW CREEDMOOR ROLL UP AMMO MAT

The Creedmoor 100 Round roll up ammo mat is a convenient way to
single load rounds off the bench or off the ground. The roll up mat
has 4 rows of 25 elastic loops and nylon strips to secure and protect
the bullets. The roll up ammo mat is sized to fit behind the bipod of
the rifle and in front of the shooter while in prone on most rifles. It is
an easy way to keep separate loads organized. The back of the mat is
made with a sturdy non-slip rubber to hold it in place while loading.
Two heavy duty nylon straps secure the roll when transporting and
a center strap with heavy-duty Velcro for extra security. A heavyduty carry handle on the top perfectly balances the roll when fully
loaded to make carrying it easy. The loops are made for 30 cal or alike
cartridges. You can choose any color 1000 denier Cordura that we
offer. Made to order may take 15-20 days to ship. Dimensions 18.5 x 17
rolled out 3 x 3 x 17 rolled up.

CSRUAM18 100 RD
CSRUAM5018 50 RD

$99.95
$59.95

CREEDMOOR DATABOOK
AND ALUMINUM HOLDER SPECIAL

Our newly produced Rifle Data/Score book has enlarged target
overlays with double overlays for 200 and 300 yard rapid fire stages.
Essential data is arranged in a simple check-off format. Has ample
pages for 200, 300, 600 and 1000 yard shooting. Snapak Aluminum
Scorebook Holder Made of heavy duty aluminum, it will hold your
data book, gun book, wind calculator, pens, and any other small
items you need on the range. The clip will hold our Creedmoor Rifle
Data/Score Book (#N075) securely to keep the pages from flapping
in the wind. The lacquer finish resists weather, stains, and mildew.
10x5 3/4 x 3/4.

DATABOOKSPEC2

Reg. $32.90

SALE $28.95

NEW CREEDMOOR 30

ROUND STEPPED AMMO
BLOCK

The new Creedmoor 30 Round Stepped
Ammo Block will make the perfect
companion on your prone mat. The
loading block makes it much easier to
single load compared to loading out of
an ammo box. Just load up your ammo and you are ready to compete!
After a few matches your loading block might get dirty. No problem!
Just throw it in the dishwasher and it will clean right up.

CSSBLK

$34.95

CREEDMOOR DATA BOOK
AND HOLDER SPECIAL

Special Offer - Data Book and Cover Includes N075 data book and
N082 supply holder. (No Substitutions)

DATABOOKSPEC

Reg. $28.90

SALE $24.95

ORDER ONLINE 24 HRS A DAY AT: WWW.CREEDMOORSPORTS.COM
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TEC-HRO
TEC-HRO STATIV CARBON 3.0 OFFHAND
TRIPOD STAND

TEC-HRO INTEGRAL PALM SHELF

TEC-HRO INTEGRAL palm-shelf is a multi
adjustable support for shooting standing with
Sport and Free rifles.

TECHRO-39

Reg. $247.95

Available in Black, Blue, Green, Red, or Silver. Weighs only 2.75
lbs! Includes carry case, ammo tray, and rifle rest.

TECHRO-063B

SALE $209.95

Reg. $209.95

SALE $179.95

TEC-HRO ERGONOMIC HAND STOP

TECHRO-063B

Made with ergonomic shape, unlike the vast majority
of hand stops on the market today. This way, shooting
is much less painful than before. Furthermore, the
"Hand Stop 600" is attached to a ball, which allows it
to pivot the hand stop in all directions. Just pivoting
backwards has proved to be extremely beneficial.

TECHRO-0177

Reg. $102.95

SALE $89.00

BONDHUS
BONDHUS GRADUATED LENGTH HEX
T-HANDLE

Cushioned, curved handle increases comfort and reduces
fatigue. The handle is welded directly to blade for a tool
that will last a lifetime. The handles are designed to match
torque capacity of blade. The slight downward angle
of the handles is ergonomically superior to a straight
T-Handle for comfort and functionality.

BOND13389
2-10MM

Reg. $47.95

SALE $42.95

3/32˝-3/8˝

Reg. $51.95

SALE $46.95

BOND13390

BONDHUS BALL END HEX KEY WRENCH SET

BONDHUS HEX GORILLAGRIP FOLD-UP
TOOL

The greatest advantage of a fold up is the convenience
of range of blade sizes in one package. It’s also easily
and conveniently carried in a pocket!

BOND12592
1.5MM-6MM

Reg. $6.95

SALE $5.95

.050”-3/16˝

Reg. $4.95

SALE $4.25

BOND12591

BONDHUS SCREW GRAB

A single dab of SCREW GRAB creates a positive grip
between metal surfaces (tests have shown as high as
800%) that virtually eliminates tool wear or rounding
and deforming of fasteners.

BOND94205
BOND10999 1.5MM-10MM
BOND10936 .50˝-5/16˝

Reg. $13.95
Reg. $12.95

Reg. $5.95

SALE $4.95

SALE $11.95
SALE $10.95

DRY-FIRING DEVICES
AR-15/M16 SERVICE RIFLE
DRY-FIRE DEVICE

This one piece drop-in device permits
unlimited dry-firing without the risk of firing
pin damage. The dry-fire device is inserted
into the bolt carrier and limits the swing of
the hammer.
C1051

Reg. $18.95

Give the Gift
of Choice,
A Creedmoor
Gift
Certificate!
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SALE $15.50

HARBOUR ARMS RIFLE SNAP CAPS

They are solid aluminum and anodized red. The
calibers are engraved into the side. Instead of a rubber
stopper, they use a spring loaded brass plunger to
absorb the shock. Harbour Arms unconditionally
guarantees their product. If they fail, they will replace
them for just the cost of shipping.

SNAP

Reg. $13.95

SALE $11.95

M14/M1A/M1 DRY-FIRE DEVICE

Gift certificates are the simplest, speediest
way to send something special!

Drop in device positively prevents firing while a
1/4” tug on the op rod rests the trigger for the
next shot. Eliminates impact damage to firing
pin tail and acts as an Open Bolt Indicator.
Improves trigger technique and follow through.
Makes dry-firing fun.
C1283

CALL TOLL FREE M-F 9AM-5PM CENTRAL TIME 1-800-273-3366

Reg. $13.95

SALE $11.25

CREEDMOOR® SHOOTING ACCESSORIES

QUADMAT

CREEDMOOR® QUAD FOLD SHOOTING MAT

The newest addition to Creedmoor’s line of shooting mats! This style
of mat has been popularized by smallbore and 3-position air rifle
competitors all over the world. The comfort and quality is exactly
what you’d expect from Creedmoor. Customize the 1000D Cordura top
and vinyl bottom by choosing from any of our available colors.

QUADMAT

N1100

SALE $98.95

Reg. $118.95

DUAL COLORED ROLL-UP SHOOTING MAT

N158

Cleaning rod, data book and
cleaning patches not included.

CREEDMOOR® DELUXE SCOPED RIFLE CASE

Made from 1000 Denier Cordura Nylon and lined with nylon pack
cloth. Both materials are urethane coated for water proofing. Ample
3/4" padding is provided for rifle protection. A large padded exterior
pocket is great for carrying cleaning supplies and ammo. An exterior
cleaning rod sheath will hold most brand cleaning rods up to 44"
in length and is secured with a Velcro closure. An interior pocket is
designed to hold a Creedmoor Gun Book (N070) for keeping record
of rounds fired and cleaning dates. Carrying handles and a shoulder
sling presents two methods of carrying the case. A full length YKK
#10 self-healing coil zipper gives easy access to storing and removing
the rifle from the case. Includes backpack straps! Available in 41"x12",
48"x12"and 52"x12". Color: OD Green

N158

Reg. $116.95

SALE $98.95
N038

N039

CREEDMOOR® LEATHER
20 ROUND CARTRIDGE
BOX HOLDER

N039 .308

Reg. $29.95
Reg. $29.95

N1100

SALE $105.00

Reg. $124.95

CREEDMOOR®
DELUXE KNEELING ROLL

This kneeling roll is made out of Cordura nylon
with high quality non-slip material around the
outside. Also great as a rest for bench shooting.
Standard filler is cork. 7.5 inches x 7.5 inches.
Offered in Royal Blue.

C1253

C1253

SALE $22.95

Reg. $28.95

CREEDMOOR® CUSTOM DELUXE
KNEELING ROLL

Same as Deluxe Kneeling Roll but offered in
any of our Cordura colors.

C1253C Reg. $36.95

Here is an accessory that provides a convenient method for handling
ammunition when shooting from the standing position. It attaches
to your shooting coat pocket by means of a flap on the back which
slips into the pocket. It will hold a 20 round box of ammunition
with 2 sighter rounds and comes with a plastic insert which will fit
permanently into the holder.
N038 .223

Our Dual-Colored Shooting Mats are made from the same material
as our World Famous Shooting Coats. Durable 1000 denier Cordura
Nylon with extended textured non-slip pads for elbow placement.
Interior jute padding in the mat provides ample protection for the
shooter in all positions. Choose from any of our Cordura colors for
the top and bottom.

C1252

SALE $29.95

C1253C

CREEDMOOR® KNEELING ROLL

This kneeling roll is made out of Cordura nylon
with high quality non slip material around the
outside. Color: Forest Green.
Dimensions: 7.5”L X 7.5” Dia.

SALE $25.00
SALE $25.00

C1252

Reg. $23.95

SALE $18.95

CREEDMOOR SOUP CAN RIFLE REST

CREEDMOOR® CLEANING ROD GUIDE

The Creedmoor Cleaning Rod Guide helps to protect the throat of
the bore from your jag. It also prevents unwanted liquids and debris
from entering the trigger group. An O-ring provides an additional
seal for the chamber. They're designed specifically for corresponding
actions and calibers to ensure proper alignment. Options include 6
or 6.5 Creedmoor Ruger Precision Rifle, AR-10 or AR-15, and a variety
chambers for Rem 700 actions.

CBBUD

$19.95-27.95

SALE PRICE STARTING $17.95

The Creedmoor “Soup Can” Rest Bag was designed
to be a hand-held squeeze rear bag for long range
precision shooting. The shell is made with a high
strength lite Ripstop material that flows with the
plastic bead filler. With a combination of the plastic
bead filler and the non-slip rubber at both ends,
the hand held rifle rest will give you a rock steady
platform during shooting. We also installed a 1.5˝ adjustable
nylon strap for all size hands. This bag is made in Anniston, AL.
Specifications: Length (Top to Bottom): 5˝, Diameter: 3.5˝

CSSC

$29.95

ORDER ONLINE 24 HRS A DAY AT: WWW.CREEDMOORSPORTS.COM
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GLOVES

N1121

CREEDMOOR® RED MESH
SHOOTING GLOVE

BASICS FELT PADDED GLOVE

Made from top grain leather and 1/4 felt padding,
this glove is designed for all types of rifle shooting.
This glove is available in only brown for right handed
shooters but we still have some of the lighter colored
ones available for left handed shooters. NOTE:
Gloves for a right handed shooter will go on the left
hand and vice versa.

B030

Reg. $17.95

SALE $15.00

CREEDMOOR® OPEN
FINGER & FULL FINGER
SHOOTING GLOVES

We have kept our yellow leather
glove for those that like the tougher
sturdy feel of leather. But, added an
upgrade of the new non-slip material
to give this tough sturdy glove that
sticky grip that your glove should
have.
N1115 Open Finger
N1116 Full Finger

Our Red Mesh glove offers you the
stability in the wrist while the light
mesh material allows your fingers and
hand to breathe while having more
range of motion and flexibility. This
glove meets ISSF and NRA rules.

Reg. $34.95
Reg. $44.95

N1121 Open Finger

$32.95

N1116

SALE $30.00
SALE $40.00

N11426
TG101

SALE $40.00

SALE $10.00

N11425

WE'VE GOT
A DEAL
FOR YOU!

The glove is unlike anything we’ve ever had before!
The stiff rubber back provides extra protection against
a tight sling on the back of the hand and extremely
rigidity for the standing position. This style is popular in
the international community and will perform great for
high power shooters. The open finger option allows your
fingers to breathe and not get as sweaty on those hot
summer days. Meets ISSF and NRA rules. SM-XL, Right or
Left Handed Shooter.

N11426

Reg. $38.95

SALE $33.00

CREEDMOOR HALF FINGER RED/
WHITE/BLUE GLOVE

This glove will help you keep a firm hold
with your firing hand while not affecting
the sensitivity of your trigger finger on the
trigger. Rubber “dots” provide a non-slip
surface in all weather conditions and when
your hand becomes sweaty in extreme heat.
Available in Small through X-Large in both Right and Left Handed Shooter.
Please Specify TRIGGER hand.

Reg. $12.95

Reg. $42.95

CREEDMOOR® HALF FINGER RED/
WHITE PRECISION GLOVE

CREEDMOOR® TRIGGER
GLOVE

TG101

SALE $30.00

N1122 Full Finger

N1115

N1122

Reg.

For those competitors who are proud to be American,
we introduce the NEW Red, White, and Blue Open Finger
Glove! New black non-slip material in the palm and on
the back of the hand eliminates your hand from sliding
on the stock or the sling eliminating movement during
recoil. This glove has a cross slot at the back for better
bending. But, you still get the support in the wrist to
solidify your positions. Meets ISSF and NRA rules. SM-XL,
Right or Left Handed Shooter.

N11425

Reg. $37.95

SALE $32.00

N046P

KOW82SV
N046O

We've worked with our Kowa supplier to bring you this LIMITED
AVAILABILITY of our most popular scope, the Kowa TSN 82SV. If it's
something you've been eying, you WON'T find a better price anywhere!
We are limited on the amount of scopes and eyepieces that we can get
at this price.

N046A

SO DON'T WAIT -- ORDER NOW!

KOWA 82SV SPOTTING SCOPE WITH 20-60X ZOOM
EYEPIECE COMBO
KOWA82COMBO2

Reg. $1149.90

SALE $949.50

KOWA 82SV SPOTTING SCOPE WITH 25X LER
EYEPIECE COMBO
KOWA 82 COMBO
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Reg. $1024.90

SALE $849.95

CALL TOLL FREE M-F 9AM-5PM CENTRAL TIME 1-800-273-3366

CUSTOM CREEDMOOR SCOPE COVER

Personalize your spotting scope cover with any of our
available 1000D Cordura colors. Provide us with scope
model, objective lens diameter, length, and straight or
angled.

N046

Reg. $59.95

SALE $50.00

CREEDMOOR®
CRC-1

CREEDMOOR® RANGE CART

The Creedmoor Range Cart, also known as the CRC-1, is by far the strongest most durable range cart
on the market today.
Some of the features of our Creedmoor Range Cart:
• Solid 14" rubber wheels with bearings (no more flat tires).
• No tools required for assembly or stowage .
• Machined from solid aluminum stock (not tubing). No welded parts on cart.
• Scope Stand (not included) remains on cart for standing position and score-keeping.
• Foldable handle for easy transport in back of vehicle.
• Cart folds with the simple lifting of a locking lever. Pull 4 pins, and loosen two butterfly
knobs and the cart can be stowed in a 30" suitcase.
• Collapses into an area 30 x 17 x 8 inches with no tools and in less than 1 minute.
• Removable rifle case that doubles as a rack/holster.
• Lower center of gravity makes cart more stable on uneven terrain.
Each cart comes standard with frame, stool bag, scope stand holder, rifle case,
rain cover, ammo/data book tray, shooting mat straps, and a rifle rack.

Your purchase of the Creedmoor Range Cart includes:
• Your choice of a 41", 48" or 52" blue Creedmoor rifle case. (N153C,
N150C, or N152C - A $76-$80 value)
• Data book table (tray) that can be secured either to your 1” scope
stand or the side of the range cart, and can be used on the ground
to keep ammo and data books clean and dry. (CRC-Tray - A $50 value)
• Water-resistant rain cover that covers the range cart top
to bottom.(CRC-COVER - A $50 value)
• Rifle Rack Mount that works with any length
or type of rifle.
(CRC-RACK - A $62.95 value)
Does not include scope or scope stand.

CRC-1

Reg. $499.95

SALE $475.00

CARTCONV

N051C

N051

CREEDMOOR® CUSTOM DELUXE SHOOTING
STOOL

Designed for the service rifle shooter carrying lots of stuff, this
stool bag provides ample room for your accessories. Stool bag is
approximately 12” square.

CREEDMOOR® DELUXE CART
CONVERSION KIT

Transform your Creedmoor Deluxe Shooting Stool into a Range cart
with this easy to assemble conversion kit. Made from the same 3/8”
stock aluminum as the new CRC. Folds in seconds. Disassembles in
minutes for transporting in a standard suitcase (longest piece is 23”).
Mounts to any Creedmoor Shooting Stool. Comes with Cordura Cart.
Back and Horizontal Rifle Racks. Shown with the tray (not included,
$50). Shown with Creedmoor Deluxe Shooting Stool (not included).
CARTCONV

Reg. $129.95 (without stool)

N051
N053 (bag only)

Colors: Dark Brown or Royal Blue.

N051CUST
N053CUST

SALE $115.00

Reg. $89.95
Reg. $79.95

SALE $60.00
SALE $50.00
SALE $80.00
SALE $70.00

Available in any of our Cordura colors, including camouflage.
(bag only)

ORDER ONLINE!
INTERNET ORDERS

Reg. $69.95
Reg. $59.95

WWW.CREEDMOORSPORTS.COM

Please check out our award winning, secure website www.creedmoorsports.com.
It’s available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. It is completely secure and
offers all of the products listed in this catalog and much more!
Sign up for our email list to receive special offers. Join our Internet
Buyers Club and receive special offers every month!!

For the latest products and deals...
follow us on Facebook and Twitter.

ORDER ONLINE 24 HRS A DAY AT: WWW.CREEDMOORSPORTS.COM
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$1395.00

RELOADING & HOLIDAY CATALOG

2018

SALE $179.95

Reg. $209.95

TECHRO-063B

TEC-HRO STATIV
CARBON 3.0
OFFHAND TRIPOD
STAND

AMP1M2

MADE PERFECT MARK 2
INDUCTION ANNEALING
MACHINE

NEW! ANNEALING

CHASING PRECISION TOGETHER - SINCE 1979!

$589.95

DIL65016

DILLON
XL 650
MACHINE

NEW!

SALE $98.95

Reg. $118.95

QUADMAT

CREEDMOOR® QUAD
FOLD SHOOTING MAT

SALE $849.95

Reg. $1024.90

KOWA 82 COMBO

KOWA 82SV SPOTTING
SCOPE WITH 25X LER
EYEPIECE COMBO

SALE $949.95

Reg. $1149.90

KOWA82COMBO2

KOWA 82SV SPOTTING
SCOPE WITH 20-60X ZOOM
EYEPIECE COMBO

Follow Us
CREEDMOOR SPORTS, INC.
167 Creedmoor Way
Anniston, AL 36205

EARN A
$100.00
GIFT CERTIFICATE

LEARN HOW INSIDE

CHASING PRECISION TOGETHER - SINCE 1979!

